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1a. Introduction :  generation of ttbar

・ ttbar is mainly generated via gluon fusion at p-p collider

・ cross section depends on PDF ( of partons inside proton) , coupling , 
mass and so on.  
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1b. Introduction :  top mass

・ Since its decay width is wider than that of QCD,  top quark decays 
W+b quark before hadronization : 

Then,   calculating the invariant mass from all of decay 
products,   the mass of top quark can be deduced . . . 

This is just robust estimation, since the initial top 
quark has color,  whereas the decay products are 
all color singlet. 
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1c. Introduction :  top mass

Question from Xin :   Could you explain a bit more on “top quark pole mass”?

A. Pole mass is defined as the pole position of the propagator 

i.e. )   propagator for electron at Dirac field is 

-- Somehow close to the value obtained from the cross section 

-- But, quark does not freely moving like electrons,  ,  ,   

-- Need to calculate the correction factor which is not trivial as leptons, owing to its strong 
coupling,  as  (  . . .  definitely need to calculate higher order because of bad covergence ) 

Precise determination of top quark 
mass is one of hot topic 
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2. The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector

From 
https://cms.cern/detector

・ at 15 metres high and 21 metres
long, it really is quite compact for all 
the detector material it containts;

・ it is designed to detect particles 
known as muons very accurately; and 

・ it has the most powerful solenoid
magnet ever made.
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3a.  Event Selection

・ Signal :
leptons ( e+e-, m+m-, or e±m∓) 
from W bosons + 
two jets (=b quark)     

・ Reconstruction :

-- ....

-- Using a particle-flow algorithm  

-- Jets ,  clustering the PF candidates using anti-kT algorithm with R=0.4

-- Ranking the combinations ( for multi-candidates ) 

-- PT cut (for leptons) 
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Ref : Backgrounds  (taken from an ATLAS analysis slide )
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3b.  Event Selection

PT(t)
y(t)

M(tt) Njet

From 
Figure 1. 

y(t) : rapidity of 
the top quark 

Njet : number of 
extra jets not 
arising from the 
decay of the tt 
system 
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4.  Unfolding and cross section

・ Background subtraction , where the number of background events are 
obtained directly from MC simulations. 

・ Only W->t->l(e or m) background channel are almost identical to the 
signal, thus it is normalized. 

・ The number of signal events after background subtraction are 
corrected for detector effects

Here, “response matrix” is used for this unfolding procedure,  which 
returns the full phase space for tt production at parton level . 

・ Cross section : 
where Mi

unf is the number of unfolded 
signal events in bins i , 
B is the branching ratio of tt into the 
lepton final states .
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5a.  Results:  double-differential cross section 

# From the paper,   “The data distribution is softer than that of the predictions . . . ”
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5b.  Results:  triple-differential cross section 

# From the paper,   “POW+HER predicts too high a cross section for Njet>1 . . . ”
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6a.  Extraction of as and mt
pole using external PDFs

To extract as and mt
pole, the measured triple-differential cross sections are 

compared to fixed-order NLO predictions 

PDF models
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6b.  Extraction of as and mt
pole using external PDFs

as
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6c.  Extraction of as and mt
pole using external PDFs

Mtpole

## Really, model dependent ....
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6d. Simultaneous PDF, as and mt
pole fit

The measured triple-differential cross sections are used in a simultaneous 
PDF, as and mt

pole  fit at NLO, together with the combined HERA inclusive 
deep inelastic scattering data.
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7.  Summary


